II. CONCENTRATION DISTRIBUTION
We consider an isotope separation cascade consisting of n-f +1 stages on the rectifier side and f-1 stages on the stripper side. The stages are so numbered that the top and the bottom stages correspond to i=n, and =1, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 . In an ideal cascade the inter-stage flows that merge at each confluent point possess identical compositions :
(1) where Ni is the mole fraction of the desired material (ex. 235UF6 in uranium enrichment) contained in the i-th stage feed, and primes ('), (") denote the enriched and depleted flows, while the symbol without prime pertains to the feed. The separation performed by the element is measured by the heads and tails separation factors a and b defined by * Furo-cho , Chikusa-ku, Nagoya. 
where R is the abundance ratio (4) Substituting Eqs. (2)~ (4) into Eq . (1) gives
where RF is the abundance ratio of the feed flow to the cascade. Moreover, the product concentration (8) and the waste concentration (9) III . FLOW RELATIONS The feed flow to the i-th stage (10) where Gs is the desired material flow (ex . 235UF 6 in uranium enrichment) and Ga the undesired (ex. 235UF6). The desired material flow is related to the feed flow to the cascade F in the form (11) where the desired material cut (9) (12)
Solution of Eq. (11) gives (see APPENDIX) :
(1) For the product 
and that of dUa:
are analytically demonstrated as follows :
(1) Additive Property of dUb By using the value function (8) (8) and (9) V.
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